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Working AS a Team; Building FOR the Team 

Several prominent figures throughout history have had the innate gift of speaking 

independent of the times they belong to; encompassing both the ages left behind and the 

eras yet to come. Take Homer, for instance, who voiced the “rarity of wisdom in youth and 

beauty” around some 12 thousand years ago. Has much changed since those times? The 

answer is barely, as the youth of the space age are still as reckless and novice as Homer’s. 

“Nothing in the world is harder than speaking the truth, and nothing easier than flattery,” 

says Dostoyevsky, in his masterpiece Crime and Punishment, published in 1866. It has been 

more than 150 years, but don’t we all still go handsome while complimenting others, but keep 

bitter truths to ourselves for the sake of not hurting?  

These are the impressions I got when I read the book Bir Dünya İnsanı: Tosun Terzioğlu, in 

which he was interviewed on his ideas about different concepts and topics with examples 

from his life. He is certainly one of those figures who were able to speak to the heart and 

speak of the very nature of the human being. It is impossible not to relate to his 

perseverance, stubbornness, melancholy, and ambition which are present in the hearts of all 

people. I decided to choose the paragraph above, from the chapter “Oyun” in the book, as the 

basis of this essay. The main reason is I believe that even with these simple yet carefully 

selected words, he is trying to convey some key, universal elements that are essential for a 

quality life, a successful career, and fulfilling our dreams, and I humbly share a similar attitude 

with Mr. Terzioğlu towards integrating these elements into real life.  

The first theme in the paragraph, and maybe the most significant one, is uniting people 

around a shared purpose, or giving them a plausible cause to ensure success, which is 

deduced from being “the one to start a game as a midfielder.” As our national leader Atatürk 

says, “our nation has succeeded owing to the unshakable unity it has shown in its actions and 

endeavours.” This is the core of true leadership; helping people see their goals clearly and 

giving them a solid ground to start. In my opinion, the logic behind this attitude is the same as 

the logic behind autonomous learning and student-centred teaching. These are two concepts 

dear to ELT, and they have always amazed me since the first time they were introduced to me 

in an in-service training session. As the teacher, I have never seen myself as the “manager” in 

the classroom even though some aspects of classroom management require us to do so. 

Rather, I have always been a kindergarten teacher who sets the “game” for the “children” and 

lets them “play” as it is something improvised, individual, and for fun.  This is what a real 
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classroom environment looks like. If you tell everybody how they are going to play and what 

they are going to do step-by-step, then it is not a game but human resources management, a 

boring term belonging to the business world.  

Another universal theme presented in this paragraph is wishing the same enjoyment for our 

opponent in the game, that is, considering other people as much as we consider ourselves. 

Perhaps you know, or have heard of, the character Amélie Poulain from the movie Amélie 

(2001). Once she helps somebody find their lost belongings, the reaction of happiness and 

gratitude she gets in return for the favour inspires her to help other people become happy till 

she remembers she also deserves to be happy. As teachers, our story in the classroom is not 

very different than Amélie’s. Of course, this is our job, our position in the society, and we get 

paid for doing this job. However, once we see the glitters in the learners’ eyes when they feel 

content because they have learnt something, it is impossible to leave that classroom 

unhappy. I would like to keep the same attitude as a novice teacher trainer. If the colleagues I 

work together do not enjoy the things we do together in terms of professional development, 

whether it be a classroom observation or a workshop, there is no point in completing it 

successfully, as it is an obligation rather than professional development.  

The third element Mr. Terzioğlu mentions in this paragraph is ambition when he says he never 

thought “I need to be the scorer,” or ““I will defeat them, I will crush them and become the 

champion.” Ambition for success is what fuel is for a car; without it, the car will not trigger or 

move. However, too much of this precious fuel will just blow up the engine! If people desire 

success, power, and fame more than necessary, they cannot enjoy the moment as they only 

think about the future consequences over which mostly they do not have any control. Just like 

Captain Ahab of The Moby Dick, they can lead the crew on their ship to death selfishly just 

because they want to hunt that whale so bad. Just like Tosun Terzioğlu, I have never been so 

ambitious as to save all the opportunities and achievements to myself, and never attributed a 

team success to my own work. I believe that what matters is working as a team while building 

for the team. This is also the case for my professional development process. Several 

opportunities like my MA and Delta certificate still came to me even though I did not fight 

hard to be the best of the best, waiting for the right moment patiently and playing my part.  

One final theme in the paragraph comes from the quotation, “Let me enjoy my own game 

first,” and that universal theme is doing for the sake of “doing.” This sentence reminds me of 

a famous poem by William Carlos Willliams, The Red Wheelbarrow:  
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so much depends 

upon 

a red wheel 

barrow 

glazed with rain 

water 

beside the white 

chickens. 

Much has been said about the objects in this poem, such as the colour red representing 

communism, or the rain water symbolising a kind of purification or baptism, or even the white 

chickens standing for white-Anglo-Saxon-protestants! What if the poet was just admiring the 

momentary beauty of this scenery? What if the wet shiny red colour of the wheelbarrow 

matched so well with the white colour of the chickens? Similar to Terzioğlu and Williams, I like 

pursuing the moment and doing things for the sake of doing. As English teachers, we are given 

thick coursebooks along with condensed syllabi; but many times, I sway just because students 

and I enjoy a particular activity or material. Sometimes the sharing process is more precious 

than the end-product, and I presume this is what Mr. Terzioğlu meant with his words.  

I would like to end my essay with a question that I would be happy to ask Tosun Terzioğlu if 

he were alive: “If you were to compare personal professional development to a mathematical 

symbol, which one would it be? Would it be “∞” which represents a non-stop continuum, or 

“π” representing calculability but obscurity?” I am sure his answer would be much more 

different than a mere mathematician’s.  
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